Forgotten Vampire

I once believed I was an average teenager, but for one exception. I was amnesiac and placed
in the foster care of an older woman. Memories continued to hide in the recesses of my mind
until I met Gabriel. He placed a glass of blood in front of me. My eyes could focus on
nothing else. Before I realized what my actions were intending, the rim was to my full lips and
I feverishly began to drink. Memories past, memories long forgotten came flooding back.
Kira, the ancient vampire that once lay weak and dormant, came screaming to the surface.
This is where it all began. A scroll containing an ancient spell to assume all magic from the
Master of Darkness disappears. Some believe I am to be the sacrifice needed to cast the spell,
but others have different plans.
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But she runs into a nunch of vampires. She soon meets Kaname and Yuki once again. And she
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